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Next week, Christie’s will auction an impressive collection of sporting art books,
many of which depict shooting in a satirical light, writes Kim Forrester

A

t a time when shooting likes
to think of itself as a fun but
serious sport for all people
— rather than exclusively for
those who reside in the country — the
18th century art of Henry Thomas Alken
(1785-1851) might come as something
of a shock. His work — satirical and
tongue-in-cheek — features Londoners
escaping their city environs for shooting
expeditions in the English countryside

that leave a lot to be desired in terms of
safety and manners. His pictures are
populated with cockneys behaving badly
while out shooting — pointing their
guns in the wrong direction, accidentally
shooting their own dogs, causing a ruckus
with local villagers — and depicting their
humiliation and incompetence with
shotguns in an almost cartoonish way.
They are — it has to be said — laugh-outloud funny.
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Next week some of the best examples
of Alken’s work will go on sale to the
public as part of a sporting book auction
at Christie’s in London’s King Street.
The Joel Spitz Collection of English ColourPlate Books comprises an amazing and
varied collection of leather-bound
volumes featuring the outdoor life of
the sportsman or traveller.
Much of it is about foxhunting, but at
least 10 per cent of it focuses on shooting,

and Christie’s estimates that
the collection in its entirety will fetch
more than £500,000.

them. It’s hard to believe that many of
the plates are almost 200 years old. Their
vibrancy — strong reds, yellows, blues
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Henry Alken liked to poke
fun at the incompetence of city-based shooters
and this 1823 plate, Shooting, or One Day’s Sport
of Three Real Good Ones, is a good example of his
humour; Alken’s A Cockney’s Shooting Season in
Suffolk, 1822, comprises six humorous plates; and
Robert Pollard’s Hunting Sketches, from 1817
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not least because they were produced
at a time when the technique of handcolouring was at its most developed. “The
detail is amazing,” he says, as he delicately
turns a page in one of Alken’s books,
which make up roughly a quarter of the
collection. “They provide a glimpse of
British sporting life from another century
— and you get a sense of a real day out.”
To get a sense of a “real day out” you
only need to turn to Alken’s Shooting or
One Day’s Sport of Three Real Good Ones,
However Ignorant of Sporting Rules,
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TOP: James Barenger’s British Feather Game,
published in 1810, features exquisitely drawn
birds. ABOVE: Lawrence Rawstorne’s Gamonia,
from 1837, was the first treatise devoted solely to
game rearing and covert shooting. RIGHT: Samuel
Howitt’s Shooting , 1805, comprises six large plates

sense of humour. The final print has
an air of morality: the two men, hauled
before the magistrate, are ordered to
pay a big fine and forbidden from
touching guns again.

Harried but hilarious

featuring 20 engravings of shooting
scenes, gamebirds and gundogs, dated
1809, both of which are up for auction.
There are some very fine examples
of bird art, too, including the book
British Feather Game by James Barenger,
dated 1810, which comprises 14 plates
of exquisitely drawn birds, including
pheasants, partridges, snipe, woodcock
and plover. This book, bound in
contemporary red half-morocco, is
expected to fetch up to £2,000 and
is described as an “exceedingly rare
complete set”.
Gamonia, or The Art of Preserving Game,
by Lawrence Rawstorne, dated 1837, is
another good example of a beautifully
illustrated book. It features 15 handcoloured plates and was treasured as the
first treatise devoted solely to the rearing
of pheasants, covert shooting and the
management of woodlands for game.
It’s expected to fetch £1,200-£1,800.

which is dated 1823, and comprises six
Robert Pollard (1755-1839) is another
hand-coloured etched plates, windowartist whose work occasionally depicts
mounted in an album. This series of
shooters misbehaving. In Hunting Sketches,
illustrations, which is expected to fetch
published in 1817, a cockney sportsman,
up to £5,000, follows the fortunes
shotgun in his right hand and top
of three cockneys in the
hat flying in the air, runs across
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But the collection
dog gives chase and the
isn’t all just about satirical
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depictions of the sport.
MERRIMENT”
totally the wrong direction.
Samuel Howitt (1765-1822),
In another, they shoot a tame
a self-trained artist, features
gaggle of geese, before getting
strongly. He exhibited at the Royal
The Joel Spitz Collection of English
involved in a fight with the locals. But
Academy and illustrated many zoological
Colour-Plate Books is to be auctioned at
all’s well that ends well: the day — and
and sporting books, including Shooting,
Christie’s, 8 King Street, St James’s, London
the series of pictures — ends with food,
a series of six hand-coloured aquatints
on Wednesday 27 May at 2pm. For more
drink and merriment in a public house.
published in 1805, and British Sports,
information, visit http://po.st/JoelSpitz
In another series of six large handcoloured plates, Alken turns his eye
towards a six-day shooting trip in
WHO WAS JOEL SPITZ?
Suffolk, where two friends, imaginatively
named “Peter Pop” and “Sam Slop”,
head out into the countryside, where
Joel Spitz, who was born in Chicago in 1888, was an avid art collector and bibliophile,
they shoot almost anything that moves
who worked as an executive in his father’s clothing factory. In his spare time he was an
— including men, women and dogs —
accomplished amateur watercolourist, who also practised etching and engraving. But his great
except the birds they’re supposed to be
love was colour-plate books, which he began collecting between the 1930s and early 1950s.
aiming at. Called A Cockney’s Shooting
His purchases, from both the US and Europe, often using a London-based agent, reflected
Season in Suffolk and dated 1822, it’s yet
his exacting standards. After his death in 1963, his daughter kept his collection, which goes
another classic example of the artist’s
on sale next week. All the books, which are rare, are said to be in exceptionally fine condition.
keen eye — and his rather mischievous
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